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Of the two large harnesses in the kit, this is the smaller of the two.  An easy way to 
spot the harness is the presence of yellow wires.

Of the two large harnesses in the kit, this is the much larger of the two.  An easy 
way to spot the harness is its size, the presence of white with red stripe wires, and 
that there are two large red wires running through the harness.
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ITEM
 1 (BAG 1)

HEADLIGHTS / TURN SIGNALS / BRAKE SW
ITCHES / FUEL SENDER / HORN RELAY

FRONT HARNESS
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M
AIN HARNESS

ITEM
 1 (BAG 1)

TAILLIGHTS / TURN SIGNALS / BRAKE LIGHTS / REGULATOR / ENGINE COM
PARTM

ENT / M
ISC.
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INTERIOR LIGHT HARNESS & SIDE M
ARKER W

IRES

FOG LIGHT & HORN HARNESSES
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M
ISC. GROUND W

IRES

M
ISC. W

IRES

M
ISC. UNDER DASH W

IRES

M
ISC. POW

ER W
IRES

M
ISC. UNDER DASH & POW

ER W
IRES
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FRONT 
HARNESS

MAIN
HARNESS
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If you have a car built from May of '64 and later with the conventional, non-pushbutton controls, no 
modifications to the overhead interior light harness will be required.  Install the harness and observe 
the '64 and later wiring document for the overhead light harness and headlamp control connections.  
In short, the four connections you will want to make using the end of this harness are as follows:

If you have an early car up to May of '64 that has been converted to the conventional headlamp and 
wiper controls, no modifications to the overhead interior light harness will be required. Install the 
harness and observe the '64 and later wiring document for the overhead light harness and 
headlamp control connections.  In short, the four connections you will want to make using the end of 
this harness are as follows:

Starting at the first small red wire to small red wire double crimp, connect this to terminal '30' 
on the Headlamp Flasher Relay.

Starting at the first small red wire to small red wire double crimp, connect this to terminal '30' 
on the Headlight Flasher Relay.

At the next double crimp, a small short run of red wire double crimps to a white with black 
stripe wire. This connector goes to terminal *J' on the Headlight Flasher Relay.

At the next double crimp, a small short run of red wire double crimps to a white with black 
stripe wire.  This connector goes to terminal 'J' on the Headlamp Flasher Relay.

The last connection involves a long small red wire run over to the back of the clock.

The last connection involves a long small red wire run over to the back of the clock.

At the next double crimp, the white with black stripe wire double crimps to a small long run of 
red wire.  This is the power line for the overhead light harness, the clock, and the headlamps.  
Make this very important connection to the best of the available connectors at Fuse #8 on 
the side of the fuse box towards the front of the car.

At the next double crimp, the white with black stripe wire double crimps to a small long run of 
red wire.  This is the power line for the overhead light harness, the clock, and the headlamps.  
Make this very important connection to the best of the available connectors at Fuse #8 on 
the side of the fuse box towards the front of the car.
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If you have an early car up to May of '64 with the pushbutton dash switches, wiring modifications will 
be required.  These modifications simply involve cutting two wires correctly.  There are two ways the 
modification can be done, depending on available tools.  Follow one of these two methods:

Starting at the first small red wire to small red wire double crimp, cut the wires right at the 
crimped-on connector.

Strip back 3/8" of insulation at the end of the small red wire that comes down from the 
overhead light.

Select an open barrel spade connector from the hardware bag in the wiring kit and create a 
double crimp using striped back ends of the two small gauge red wires.

The power line for the overhead light harness is a very important connection made at Fuse 
#8 on the side/edge of the fuse box that faces towards the front of the car.

Use the resultant harness. The long end of the harness goes over to the back of the clock.

From the section cut from the end of the over head light harness, cut the double crimped 
section from between the long red wire and the white with black stripe wire.  You will end up 
with a small gauge red wire about 16" long with a spade connector on one end. Strip back 
3/8" of insulation from the other end.

Starting at the first small red wire to small red wire double crimp, you want to keep the 
crimped on connector but break the chain of wiring.  About 1/8" past the double crimp, on the 
very short length of red wire only, make a clean cut. Select a piggyback connector from the 
hardware bag in the wiring kit and connect the remaining wire to one of the two available 
connections.  Plug the piggy back connector itself into an available location at Fuse #8 on the 
edge/side of the fuse box that faces towards the front of the car.

Take the piece of harness cut from the overhead wiring harness.  Starting at the end with the 
very long small gauge red wire, move along it until you come to the first double crimped 
section, where this red wire joins the white with black stripe wire.  You want to keep the 
crimp-on connector and keep it connected to the red wire.  About 1/8" past the double crimp, 
cleanly cut through the white with black stripe wire.  Take this red wire with spade connectors 
at each end and plug it into the other available piggyback spade connector receiver end on 
Fuse #8.  Connect the other end of this wire to the back of the clock.
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Red - connects between terminal '30' of the headlamp switch and fuse #8 on the side/edge of the 
fuse box towards the rear of the car.

2 very thin brown with white stripe wires from the high/low beam switch in the turn signal arm.  It 
does not matter which of these wires is connected to a ground male spade connector at the right 
fuse box pedestal mount.  The other thin brown wire goes to Terminal 'S' on the high/low beam relay.

Black wire goes to the rear of Fuse 10 and is switched power to the coil wire on the engine.

Black with green AND white stripe goes to Terminal 'S' on the turn signal relay, whether 2-prong or 
3-prong version.

2 gray wires go to both sides of Fuse 7 and is the power wire for the economy side marker lights, 
when configured.  Does not matter which gray wire goes to which side of the fuse. The gray wire that 
comes from the ignition switch may have a white stripe. Regardless, this line is only active when the 
ignition switch is turned OFF.

Grey - connects between terminal '38 of the headlamp switch and fuse #1 on the side/edge of the 
fuse box towards the rear of the car.

Black - connects between terminal '53a' of the wiper switch and fuse #12 on the side/edge of the 
fuse box towards the front of the car.

White with black stripe - connects between terminal '56' of the headlamp switch and terminal '56' of 
the headlamp flasher relay.

Yellow - connects between terminal '56a' of the headlamp flasher relay and fuse #3 on the 
edge/side of the fuse box towards the back of the car.

White - connects between terminal 'F' of the headlamp flasher relay and fuse #5 on the side/edge of 
the fuse box towards the back of the car.
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Resistance checks using a digital Volt/Ohm Meter should always be done with power removed.

Power applied to wiring that is dangling means a potential short to ground on a circuit that is not yet 
fused, which can destroy wiring.
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Check the interior light.
Activate the horn.
Turn on the ignition switch, but don’t start the car.
Check the gas gauge.

Check the gauge lights, tail lights, parking lights, side marker lights, and license plate lights.

Turn on the headlights and operate the high/low beam switch a few times.

With the headlights on low beam, turn on the fog lights.

With everything on, activate the turn signals, both left and right.  They might operate slowly, but they 
should work.  
Have someone help you check the brake lights.
Turn all lighting off.
Activate the wiper motor and turn it off.

Turn off the ignition switch.

Once all previous testing is complete, start the car and warm it up.  Check the dash lights in the 
multi-function gauge.  The green oil light and red generator lights should never be on when the car is 
running and if either are on, turn the ignition off immediately.  The root causes for these lights can be 
more than just wiring, so investigate the root causes thoroughly.
If all tests are okay in the driveway, then take the car for a short drive.  Make sure to test everything a 
few times while underway.  Always use your senses to detect problems before hitting heavy traffic!
After the return trip, testing for damaged or burnt wiring and blown fuses should again be done.  It 
may be obvious, but you must fix anything that doesn’t work.

Side marker lights can be configured in a variety ways, so validate accordingly:
‘Economy side marker’ lights
Turn signals
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